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An Elegant Home at Asset Orchestra
9G apartment in Tower -2 of our flagship project- Asset Orchestra,Trivandrum is home to a family
of four, a young couple and their two sons. Asset Orchestra in itself is designed as a child friendly
project with features specially designed keeping in mind young kids. This apartment has been
designed by interiors team using timeless classic theme of white and wooden accents. Utility and
functionality aspect has also been a major factor while designing this home for the customers.

Entrance foyer and Living Room
The entrance foyer leads up to the living room, interiors team has provided a sleek partition with
shelves to serve as a divider between the living room and the dining space.

Kitchen

The kitchen is designed in a timeless black and white theme, the top shelves are a neat white and
the bottom shelves are strategically kept black. Dado tiles are provided on the walls adjoining the
kitchen counter top, keeping in view easy maintenance and upkeep.

Bedrooms

Interiors team has designed the master bedroom with matching beds, side tables and closet space.
The kid’s room has two study tables side by side for the two sons. The tables are placed by
the interiors design team facing the window to let in natural light while the kids study. A closet in
the same green theme as the table is placed for the kids bedroom.

Wardrobes and Closets
Custom made storage spaces and wardrobes are designed and provided throughout the home
keeping in view the specific requirements of the customer. All storage spaces are designed in a
manner to match the specific theme of the rooms they are placed in.

CLIENT SPEAKS

Mr. Shaiju Soman & Family

We Shaiju Soman & Shinju Isack, recently purchased a flat at
Asset Orchestra [Tower 2, 9G]. Our initial interaction started
with Mr. Shine [Marketing] and it was a pleasing experience for
us. Later on, we interacted with Asset Interior Department
Mr. Thambi and Arun who maintained a very positive and
helpful attitude towards us. They listened patiently to our
queries and they came up with elegant and vibrant design for
the same It has been a pleasure for me to work together with
them at all times they have been professional and 100 %
reliable. They were very patient with us during this time and
careful to ensure they understood exactly what we liked and
disliked in terms of style, quality and product by patiently
sourcing items and ideas to give me options until it was clear
what I was after. I think they went beyond their call of duty,
which we absolutely appreciated.
We feel privileged to be a customer of Asset Interiors and we
personally thank Mr Thambi, Arun and their Team.
Proud customers of Orchestra 9G, Tower-2
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